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Introduction

The core of macroeconomic and other social programs is the ultimate productive sectors; opportunities through active investment horizons; creation of equitable distribution, among other aspirations. In gravitating towards these ideals, typically, every country, region, or continent’s socio-political, or economic landscape will be in a constant state of large measure, unpredictable, and this, within the same country, within the same city, or village, more so at different points of time.

The developing world’s attempts at “playing catch-up” implemented. The graveyards of failed turnaround economic programs are fraught implementation cylinders that seriously lacked on proper sequencing.

Description

At the heart of a solution to macroeconomic instabilities that crept in since accentuated by adversities and apprehensions around the Land Reform Program, is the establishment of National Consensus so as to reflected in foreign exchange shortages, high inflation levels, rising unemployment, capacity underutilization in the “trouble spots” that have to be resolutely addressed through dexterous policy design and implementation.

General Analysis

In order to break the successive decline business confidence, it has become imperative that Social Contract, principally as Government, Labor and Business, as social partners has to be underscored from each constituency’s core interests.
Current Information

In working to formulate a ------------------ for the turnaround --------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------- the following objectives:

- To diagnose the fundamental strategic institutional ------------------ to
  the successive deterioration of economic ------------------ economy

- To dissect and isolate the socio-economic ------------------ and the establishment of a -------- social contact in Zimbabwe.

- To delineate empirical experiences in other contemporary ------------------
  planning buttressed the accomplishment of desired socio-economic objectives.

Discussions

The objective is to explore that strategies and actions ------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------- situation where rapid performance improvement is
required. Therefore, an alternative title for this dissertation could be “------------------”.
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Conclusions

Whilst the field of strategy has been explored extensively in vast ------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------- “impervious hardships”, largely due to
the dearth of empirical research in the country in ------------------ interests and how a fruitful common ground can be established.

One of the critical virtues of this proposed Thesis is that it ------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------- stability through the vehicle of consensus building in the
context of social contracts.

The Thesis is also being carried out at a time ------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------- deep-seated macroeconomic imbalances.
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